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INTRO: Bbm, F#,  G# 

Bbm              F#            G#
Looking at your pain an inch away
                     Bbm
It s hard to see the plot
                   F#             G#
You wonder if your story s gonna change

You don t know you re
Bbm                    F#                                         
Too close to find the hope the light
G#
Don t know just why, you are breaking
Bbm              F#           G#
I know that you want to let go butâ€¦

CHORUS
C#
Let me hold you through it
Bbm
Let me carry you
F#
I know if feels you re at the end
G#
But here your story s just beginning
C#
I know your tomorrow
Bbm
I know where you are
F#
Though you can t see past the moment
G                               (2nd x go to Bridge) 
I see beauty in the broken
Bbm  C# F#   G#
          I see beauty in the broken

VERSE 2
Bbm              F#                 G#
Looking at your life from where I am

I promise you that
Bbm                  F#                 G#
All your dreams and all your greatest plans



They don t compare to
Bbm                 F#
My hope for you my love can do
G#
Way more than you can imagine
Bbm               F#          G#      
I know that you want to let goâ€¦ Repeat Chorus

BRIDGE
F#                         C#                  G#
So let the pieces of your heart fall into my arms
                Ebm
I wanna be your hope, so won t you let Me
F#                         C#                  G#
So let the pieces of your heart fall into my arms
                Ebm
I wanna be your hope, so won t you
C#                           Bbm
Let me hold you through it, Let me carry you
F#
I know if feels you re at the end
G#
But here your story s just beginning
C#                       Bbm
I know your tomorrow, I know where you are
F#
Though you can t see past the moment
G#                                
I see beauty in the broken
C#                          
My hope for you -  My love can do 
Bbm                             F#               
Way more than you can imagine
G#
I see beauty in the broken
C#                          
My hope for you - My love can do 
Bbm                            F#               
Way more than you can imagine
G#                          C#
I see beauty in the broken


